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CEO & CHIEF DESIGNER

Masahiro Adachi
Since its inception, DUO has forged a 20-year standard in lure manufacturing that has utilized 
future technologies and innovation. A company beyond its time, the DUO concept of commit- 
ment and quality is unprecedented and attained only at the highest level of execution and clearly 
exceeds today’s perceptions. 

The personification of this philosophy is DUO’s CEO and chief designer, Masahiro Adachi, one of 
the most respected lure designers in Japan.
 
Masahiro Adachi’s designs were first introduced in the early 90’s when he shocked the lure world 
with his engineering. Adachi’s designing process originates from thought, but his understanding 
of lure action developed from studying the intricate swim behavior of live bait-fish. Another vital 
element to Mr. Adachi’s gift is his detailed understanding of predator fish and their biology. Mr. 
Adachi’s philosophy of “functional beauty” means he is trying to create lures that both unify in 
form and function, making lures that are creatively known as “better than the real one”.  

Adachi does not create lures in the traditional JDM way with the use of drawing and CAD. Rather, 
every creation begins as a carving. Adachi mentally envisions the swim-action of his lure and 
begins carving a design from ABS plastic. The process could be considered organic. Mr. Adachi’s 
designs are original, sometimes so intricate that they require months to perfect.
 
The integration of hand created designs and high precision digital constructs are imperative 
priorities for the creator, Mr. Adachi. 

This approach will remain a trademark for DUO lures. 
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Part 1
The DUO Concept
Total Package

DUO stands for form. DUO stands for function. Form and function aligned in perfect harmony 
– the functional beauty. DUO stands for the highest quality, the Nippon Quality. 

The absolute commitment to the highest quality to the level of DUO is unseen in this industry.

Since its foundation almost twenty years ago, DUO has set on a path to represent the very best 
in the lure fishing. The commitment to the highest level of uality has been built into the 

concept of the company and DUO has continuously pursued the 
cutting edge technology for lure development.

Our answer to this was a combination of classical and most recent technology - “hand carving” 
the master mold, precise duplication through 3D laser scanning and high-precision 

through 3D CADCAM.

Through the technological merging of di erent aspects, 
we have pursued the leading technology of molding for lure development.

Design & Development

Mr. Adachi avoids use of 
computers for the initial body 
master, and carves from a block of 
ABS. The advantage is that it 
combines strength and rigid 
properties, as well as the rubbery 
toughness and specific gravity of 
the actual product. 

Production of the Master1

The ABS carving is digitally 
scanned and a duplicate is created 
through machine cutting. The 
ballast of exact measures is 
inserted, weighed and tested for 
imparting of action to the lure.

Production of the Action 
Sample

2

Based on the action sample, 
outline data is measured to cut 
out a pillar shaped pure-copper 
electrode. The initial shape is 
formed by belt sander and the 
electrode is refined with a 
precision drill.

Carved Electrode 
Manufacturing

3

The finali ed carved electrode is 
contoured to the exact preferred 
profile, the preciseness of which 
machine cutting through CG data 
cannot duplicate. 

Finalizing the 
Carved Electrode

4

The finali ed electrode is precision 
scanned to 1/1000 3D tolerances, 
whereas 1/100 tolerance is the 
industry standard. 

Production of the 
Inverted Data

5

Inversion scanning is conducted to 
produce the opposite side of the 
body profile. inal brushing and 
softening of the surface is done by 
hand. 

Machine Cutting of the 
Opposite Side

6

The interior volume of the cavity is 
produced and the fi ed interior 
space is directly carved out to 
create the planned rails and space 
for ballast.

Rib Processing7

The first in ection bodies are 
created and tested for integrity 
and harboring components. 
Tolerances must be exact for 
ballast, hook positioning and lip 
angle. Once product passes 
precise testing, production is 
commenced. 

Obtaining the First Injection 
Body Sample

8
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After the ABS body forms are 
created, internal componentry is 
strategically placed. This includes 
special alloy ballast, line ties, 
special hooks, re ection plates, 
and acoustics. The bodies are then 
prepared for adhesion.

Assembly1
Unlike popular cost-saving 
bonding done by popular 
companies, DUO utilizes a detailed 
time intensive process called 
“Fusing”. MEK chemical fusing is 
accomplished by micro fusion, 
which actually melts body seams 
together creating a stronger and 
water-tight unit. The bonded units 
are then placed in curing pin to 
complete a strong unitized form.

Fusion2
After fusion process, the bonded 
body halves produce an excess in 
the welds called burrs. Edge 
finishing and precision deburring 
process reduces the lures rough 
mated area to smooth surface.

Precision Deburring3
To test the integrity of the 
adhesion, lures are water tested, 
immersed into hot water 
exceeding 70 degrees for around 
20 seconds. The hot water makes 
the air expand within lure cavity 
and imperfection are detected 
quickly.  For example leakages are 
identified when bubbles are 
produced and thereby can be 
rectified immediately.

Water Intrusion Test4
DUO painting is accomplished 
manually, one step, one layer at a 
time. The complexity of coating is 
also time intensive and expensive, 
but necessary. DUO’s sta  will coat 
a lure between 5 to 15 layers of 
paint depending on the lure and 
its tasks. There are over 400 
variations of colors available in the 
catalogue. The lips of the lure are 
covered so they do not get 
a ected by coloring.

Multi-Step Painting5
Specifically scaled templates are 
engineered to create tight and 
consistent tolerances in applying 
colors and patterns of colors; for 
example yamame spots or bluegill 
stripes. These masking templates 
can obtain intricate or simple 
patterns that can incorporate 
multiple colors if necessary.

Masking6
Nothing is missed - even DUO’s 
eyes are three-dimensional and 
carry multiple color bleeds. The 
detailed eyes are attached by 
hand after an approved quality 
control inspection of the lure 
body. 

Eyes Insertion7
After an additional quality control 
inspection has been completed, a 
measured clear coat is added to 
protect the integrity of the paint. 
The lures pass through multiple 
layers of clear coat application. 
Once inspection is completed, the 
lure’s name is printed and sent to 
packaging for distribution.

Top Coat & Quality Control8

Each of the DUO lures combines advanced technology with the human touch; 
the attention to detail is combined with the preciseness of the machine and each lure carries 

the fingerprints of tens of people’s hands it goes through during the production process.

rom the very first idea, the very first draft up to the sealing of the package, DUO always set out 
on a mission to push the levels of creativity, set the new standard and provide a perfect tool. 

“The Total Package” concept has been the philosophy of DUO since its foundation and the 
foundation which it was built on was never compromised. 

“Total Package” means unifying all the processes under one roof, without any outsourcing, 
being able to o er you product of higher uality, each with its own identity, 

carefully quality checked at a better value. 
It means paying attention to every little detail of the lures, 
unifying both the form and function into a perfect unity.

Production

Part 2
The DUO Concept
Total Package
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What is the perfect chemical equation for ultimate angler happiness?  
hen you can find the ultimate compounds that induce anglers to be successful, 

everyone wins. magine one of the worlds most talented lure designers having the 
freedom to create lures in a way that the world s greatest angler can utili e. 

magine, arguably the world s greatest tournament professional on the planet 
releasing his freedom in lures. magine being fueled by a new technologically advanced 

JDM facility, in fact, the largest design facility in Japan
 capable of innovation, utility, function, uality and durability.  

t s not a dream. t’s reality. 

ormed in 0 , 
the deep desires of two great men converged in an arena meant for success. 

The era of lure creation has ust created a new, industry leading octave not yet felt or 
achieved by other companies. Meet the Adachi and Aaron convergence. 

 
The collaboration between Aaron Martens and Masahiro Adachi will be 

unleashed to allow the e pert angler a refreshing ourney into lure performance.  
DUO has never been a follower and neither has the heart and mind of 

Mr. Adachi and Mr. Martens.  DUO s signature of ippon uality will continue. 
DUO s confidential and multi-stage Research and Design Testing 

and Team will anchor the rise of new innovation. 

MEET THE ADACHI AND AARON CONVERGENCEMEET THE ADACHI AND AARON CONVERGENCE

ooking forward has never been an issue for DUO s team. 
ooking towards an arena of great minds, great designs to be shared with the e pert lure community 

is an anticipation worth waiting for.

ooking forward has never been an issue for DUO s team. 
ooking towards an arena of great minds, great designs to be shared with the e pert lure community 

is an anticipation worth waiting for.
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produced by

masahiro adachi & kazuhiro uyama

nown as the ittle Master , fish that ong ei chases can be described as anything but 

little. Starting fishing at the age of , ong uickly found passion for trying to fool the fish 

to bite his lure. The world stays in awe of his casting and fishing skills which he tests on all 

kinds of predators ranging from his “trademark” ellowcheek Carp all the way to giant 

apuan Bass. 

The first ang Ops member from Europe, Ale  Rios has dedicated his life to sportfishing, 

both for freshwater and saltwater species. e lives for travelling to e plore new waters, 

new species, new challenges. nown for taming varied species ranking from monster pikes 

and trouts all the way to triple digits weighing giant trevallys and dogtooth tunas.

ang Ops' own barramundi ambassador , Mick assett, is already known to DUO fans via 

his pro sta  position and heavy utili ation of our lure range taking great advantage of 

Australia abundant water species. The metrey magnet  will be helping to test the ang 

lures on some of the most aggressive fish out there.

A true fishing globetrotter, Mr. ang  a uhiro Uyama has tested his skills against the 

beasts of  di erent countries via his orld E pedition  fishing tour. a  has dedicated 

his life to chasing the freshwater predators and his many memorable trips has also helped 

him land three world records. ow, he's chasing the fourth one

JA AKazuhiro  Uyama

meet the beast hunters

Utili ing DUO's highly advanced molding technology, 
the lure designs were headed by DUO CEO and Chief designer Masahiro Adachi in close collaboration with 

One Bite One ishe's a uhiro Uyama, a predator fishing icon, who provided invaluable insight 
based on his vast global e perience and know-how. 

Contrary to the notion of JDM Japanese Domestic Model  being associated with finesse usage, 
ang Ops lures were created specifically for daring anglers around the world, 

with a toughness and durability that could match any monster anytime, anywhere. 

eeping true to DUO's motto "There is Only One", 
the standard-setting ang Ops lures will be a must-have for the predator angler going beast mode.

AUSTRA AMICK  HASSET

C AGONG  LEI

S AALEX  RIOS

www.facebook.com/FangOpswww.fangops.com 

Discover more at
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ADA3305 Fang Gill AQA3613 Juliana Pink CSX3908 Orange Skeleton

ACC3524 Fang Chartreuse CCC3688 Matt Black Bone CCC3895 Fang Camo

CTA3352 Ghost Archer Fish ACC3151 Dragon Z ACC3230 Blue Moon Galaxy ACC3302 Albino

ADA0218 Pink Gigo AFA0224 Wahoo HD AHA0011 Sardine GHA0183 Vivid Sardine RB

AHA0263 Green Mackerel AOA0220 Astro Red Head DST0804 Mullet ND ACC0170 Pearl Chart II

The multi-angled cup 
aids in helping the lure 
walk the dog and also 
increases the amount of 
water pushed by the 
lure when popped.

Refined
Cup Design

After conquering shallow and deep waters with Fangbaits, Fang Ops is ready to rule the surface too. 
Introducing FangPop, the new topwater master. Even with light twitching, FangPop splashes the water well 
accompanied by a sweet pop sound to attract the predators to reach out. Versatile enough to be used for 
GT-style popping, straight fast retrieve as well as staging a crisp walk the dog, FangPop proves its all-rounder status. 
Being fully wired-through at that, it makes it the only one of its kind. 
Get ready to call the beasts to meet you at the surface.

Thickened walls to withstand 
attacks of giant fish

Steel pins securing the wire 
further enhancing body integrity

“Outwire” to increase the 
buoyancy of the lure 

Outsized hooks eyes to accommodate heavy gear

■Length／105mm（4-1/8"in）　■Weight／24.5g（7/8oz）　
■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　■Hook／♯2X　■Ring／♯4.5　

［105］ ■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／30g（1-1/8oz）　
■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　■Hook／♯1X　■Ring／♯5.5　

［120］

Inner Structure

Versatile and Tough. 
Bring the Beasts up to the Surface!
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ADA3305 Fang Gill ADA3311 Golden Dorado ADA3601 Knifefish ND ● ADA4013 Wakasagi AFA3333 Wild Arapaima

GHN0157 Waka Mullet ● AJO0091 Ivory Halo ANA3344 Archer Fish AOA3327 Peacock Bass HD ACC3069 Red Tiger

ACC3151 Dragon Z ACC3302 Albino ACC3315 Firegill ACC3322 Toman CCC3308 Tenaga Beast

 ● Glow color  ● Nature Design

■Length／140mm（5-1/2"in）　■Weight／38g（1-3/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　
■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯5.5　■Range／0.8～1.0m（2～3ft）　■Price／ 23$/21€

［140SR］

■Length／140mm（5-1/2"in）　■Weight／41.2g（1-1/2oz）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）　
■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯5.5　■Range／2.7～3.4m（9～12ft)　■Price／ 23$/21€

［140DR］

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／26.7g（1oz）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）　
■Hook／♯1X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯5.5　■Range／2～2.8m（6～9ft)　■Price／ 21$/19€

［120DR］

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／25.8g（7/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　
■Hook／♯1X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯5.5　■Range／0.8～1.0m（2～3ft）　■Price／ 21$/19€

［120SR］

The walls of Fangbaits are 
thicker by 20% compared 
to standard to withstand 
even the largest and most  
aggressive of fish.

Thickened Walls

Enhancing the strength of 
the lures further is a thick 
wire running through the 
whole body.

Through Wire

What do you tie on your rod when you plan to target a 20kg Papuan bass, 40kg barramundi or 100kg arapaima? 
hat tackle generates enough confidence to tie it on even when fighting a world class record fish  
e o er you the answer  the angbait series. 

Developed by Kazuhiro Uyama and tested on his many trips to chase the 
greatest of world’s predators, Fangbait aims to become a staple in 
“beast hunters” tackle boxes. 
As a pioneering model for Fang Ops brand, 
it represents the concept of building 
some of the toughest lures in 
the world to the fullest.

The heavy duty weapon for “Going Beast Mode”

SR DR

❶ Stainless-steel Pins ❷ Out & Through Wire ❸ Hook Eyes

e have inserted  di erent 
sized stainless-steel pins to 
secure the wire which runs 
through the body. 

Running the wire through the 
outer side of the body reduces 
the plastic used, hence 
enhancing buoyancy.

Outsized hook eyes are able to 
accommodate heavy duty gear 
to tackle the largest of the 
beasts.

Reinforced lip construction with 
extra thickness further aids the 
strength of the lure.

❹ Lip Construction

The moving weight design of 
DR model gives it enhanced 
castability, one of the weak 
point in deep divers.

❺ Magnet Weight

SR Edition: The typical minnow shape of SR series combines moderate roll 
with not too strong wobble for universal appeal and use in any situation. 

DR Edition: In contrast to the countless long lipped diver shaped lures on the market, 
Fangbait DR series is equipped with outstanding castability. 

Inner Structure
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ADA0218 Pink Gigo ADA3121 Phoenix AFA0224 Wahoo HD AHA0011 Sardine

AHA0263 Green Mackerel ASI0106 Gigo DST0804 Mullet ND ● ACC0284 Rastafa

THE SOFTBAIT
DIVISION

erfection rarely occurs immediately or in its first trial of development. 
t re uires an unrelenting commitment. 

The culmination of good science, creative genius, innovation and testing is re uired.   
The birth of the -Tail  inmushi is the result of a two-year commitment to new DUO’s soft plastic bait line.  
The goal was to create perfection that would elude industry redundancy
and engage those who desire innovation and proven outcomes. 

DUO refused to simply create “another” lure, but rather continues to maintain its commitment to 
lure categories that preserve its uality and function as seen in its prior lure development.

Commence “Operation: Esox!” Lock in on pike fangs!

Rattle the bluewaters! 
             Di e do n to those troph  fish.

■Length／140mm（5-1/2"in）　■Weight／38g（1-3/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　
■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯ . 　■Range／0. ～ .0m（2～3ft）

［140SR］

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／ . g（7/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　
■Hook／♯1X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯ . 　■Range／0. ～ .0m（2～3ft）

［120SR］

■Length／140mm（5-1/2"in）　■Weight／ . g（1-1/2oz）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）　
■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯ . 　■Range／ . ～ . m（9～12ft）

［140DR］

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／ . g（1oz）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）　
■Hook／♯1X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯ . 　■Range／2～ . m（6～9ft)

［120DR］

Nippon Quality Extends to Softbaits

ADA3309 Lake Gill ADA3312 Roach OB ACC3304 Fang Tiger ACC3319 Beast Pearl

ACC3321 Code Red ACC3334 Shadow Tiger ACC3820 Pike ND ● CCC3864 Perch ND ●

 ● Nature Design
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F016 MoebiF015 Silver ChartF014 Violet WakasagiF013 Wakasagi Jr.F012 DarknessF011 Ghost Pearl/Silver Flakes

F010 Neon WakasagiF009 WatermelonF001 Green Pumpkin F003 Clear Red Pepper F007 Sukapanon F008 Bluegill

Photo Credit | Nicola ZingarelliPhoto Credit | Josiah NessPhoto Credit | Josiah Ness

■ ength／ in（ . mm）　■ ieces／  per pack

SECT O A  E

Our first soft bait in the Realis brand was developed with 
primary focus on finding the most suited material. 
Our ultimate goal was “ itality”. 
The R D team developed the -Tail’s ballast 
system by selecting several types of salts 
with specific density and leeching ratios. 
t goes without saying that this 

soft bait will e ectively perform 
the basic action of surface shaking 
and the mid-range strolling, 
but can also enact the subtle natural 
movement in the tail at the moment it 
hits the bottom in the deep one. 
Carefully created uni ue, 
pliable profile with a uiver, 
dart action will replicate a lively bait 
in various conditions and eliminate the 
fish’s hesitation to eat the lure. 

Adaptable shad for multi-rigging 
and diverse techniques

The large concave design in the back section will 
not only control the rising and sliding of the bait 
during shaking, but also e ciently transfer a 
realistic pulsation towards the tail section.

A Concave Design
One of secrets of -Tail versatility is the originally 
designed tail which creates a baitfish like movement 
while swimming, imitating various bait in other areas 
too, f.e. replicating crustacean when at the bottom.

Multibait Tail Design

Rig Variations

Jighead

Te as Rig inesse Carolina Rig Spinnerbait Trailer Rubber Jig Trailer

eko Rig Dropshot eightless Rig acky Rig
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F601 
Seaka Kokegumo

F602 
Shirohitori

F603 
Yago

F604 
Aomushi

F606 
Ichigomiruku

F607 
Tagame

F608 
Suzumebachi

F611 
Kamemushi

F612 
Hamushi

F613 
Violet Kumo

F614 
Green Kamemushi

F615 
Pink Bug

■Length／38mm（1-1/2"in）　■Pieces／3 per pack

By blending the fiber and 
mixing it inside of the body we 
were able to reproduce insect texture 
and in e ect stimulating the eating 
habits of bass and other species.

Internal Fiber

Wacky Rigging Head Rigging Texas Rigging (no weight)

Rig Variations

The body of inmushi is formed of a oating material with the addition of salt, 
which has enabled anglers achieve great casting distance. 
The weight and unique body formation also creates an attractive splashing sound 
of a bug when the lure hits the water, attracting fish from a wide area. 

e have also mi ed in natural fibers in the material giving the body a uni ue silhouette 
and ashing a ect inducing bites even from those fish reluctant to use their mouth.
The complex design of Ninmushi presents itself also in the shape of the legs 
as every single foot has di erent specification of shape and direction resulting in 
each foot taking di erent action and making di erent wave.

As Real As It Gets 
– an authentic soft plastic bug

FRONT  VIEW SIDE  VIEWFRONT VIEW

When Ninmushi is 
rigged wacky style 
more control can be 
used to fish the lure in 
rapid movements or 
in disturbed surface 
water as experienced 
in windy conditions.

To initiate the head rig, 
by using small o  set 
hook, hook the lure into 
the head. By imparting 
small line twitches, this 
natural looking 
presentation allows the 
lure imitate a tiny frog 
pattern. 

By texas rigging the 
Ninmushi (without a 
weight) with a light 
wire hook, the tiny 
top water lure can 
be fished in and over 
cover without 
di culty.
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The protruding spherical 
shape on the chin of the lure 
creates easy “dog-walking” 
action. 

The Swing Design

CDA0171
Pink Zebra Glow

AFA0830
Saddled Bream ND ●

AHA0011
Sardine

CHA0140
Ocean Blue Back

ADA3058
Prism Gill

ADA3066
Funky Gill DM

ADA3081
Prism Shad

ADA4013
Wakasagi

CEA3006
Ghost Minnow

CEA3035
Passion Chart

MCC3124
Chrome Tiger

ACC3008
Neo Pearl

ACC3059
Mat Tiger

ACC3154
Optishad

CCC3193
Threadfin Shad II

CCC3836
Rainbow Trout ND ●

AHA0088
Sarashi White

GQA0184
Hirame Candy

ACC0804
Mullet ND ●

ACC0170
Pearl Chart II

Photo Credit | Nicola Zingarelli

■Length／130mm（5-1/8"in）　■Weight／31.6g（1-1/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Moving Weight）　■Hook／♯1X　■Ring／♯4

Unrivaled performance packed 
in hawg caller

Realis is finally introducing the long demanded up-si ed encil 0. A large top water bait built for abuse and complete warfare. 
o stealth approach needed unless desired. encil 0 is a home wrecker - invasive, loud and more disruptive than an EDM concert. 

Designed with a powerful glide that displaces more water than a war ship, the hawg caller has a draw-e ect that impressed even the R D 
sta  during the first series of tests. ts buoyancy is well distributed and thelure allows several hook si e changes if necessary. 

t carries the signature of the world famous lure designer Mr. Adachi - the aerodynamic body houses a sphere on the chin of the lure, 
which makes walk the dog action e ortless and also forces the lure to roll, ashing its gill plate. 
Don t be fooled, the robust si e did not negate its ability to be retrieved, in many ways o ering a longer uieter glide when necessary. 
t is genetically gifted to call and catch big fish. 

Aerodynamic design reduces 
air resistance allowing a stable 

ight ost

Reinforced wall construction 
for excellent durability

Two moving steel bearings 
create vibrant sound

Inner Structure

ositioning of th  tai  
hook  ini i s 
in nc  of c oss in s

 ● Nature Design
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SINGLE BLADE COLORS

GOLD ● SILVER ● BLACK ●

J004 Shore Gill J010 GA Gill J011Waka Ayu J012 White Shad J013 Realis Black

J014 Komochi Wakasagi J015 Blue Back Herring J016 Black Gold J017 Pearl Chart J018 Blue Back Chart

Unifying usually contradictory elements of appeal power and retrieve response, 
the original concept of utilizing soft wire makes Cambiospin adaptable to 
number of conditions. 

enerally, a spinner bait has some con icting characteristics. 
It has an amazing ability to appeal to a vast body of water, 
yet has di culty being used at high speed with its large rotating blades. 

By employing a soft wire in the arm section of the Realis Cambiospin, 
it has enabled this spinnerbait to change its shape and size depending on the 
retrieval speed. The blades will e ciently spin as soon as the angler starts 
retrieving and will continue to do so even when retrieved slowly. 
When the angler speeds up, more water pressure is applied to the bait, 
transforming to a thinner form to maintain the swimming balance. 

We have loaded the bait with a Colorado type and a Willow type 
shape blade for increased appeal and its ability to swim in 
high speed retrieval. 

The head section is made up of a lighter density material called Zinc. 
This has allowed us to increase the body size to match the blade, 
mimicking a school of small and at bait fish. 

Unleashing the new stage for 
spinnerbaits - soft-wired Cambiospin

The eye hole has been especially designed 
as a “tear drop” shape for each blade to 
rotate opposite to each other. This prevents 
the bait from leaning to one side when 
retrieved and improves its performance.

Blade Shape & Eye Hole

We have loaded the lure with a 
worm keeper which not only holds 
the soft plastic in place, but also allows 
anglers to change around the soft 
plastic without damaging it.

Worm Keeper

Cambiospin will transform to a more 
compact shape when casting, allowing for 
more casting distance. When the angler 
changes retrieval speed, the lure will 
change its shape, inducing a reaction bite.

Soft Wire

■Weight／1/4oz（7g）, 3/8oz（10.5g）　■Blade Type／Single, Double
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ASA3841 Salmon ND ● CCC3827 Gizzard Shad ND ● CCC3836 Rainbow Trout ND ●

GNA3167 Chart Back Ayu ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC4010 Pearl Ayu

CCC3853 Largemouth Bass ND ● CCC3864 Yellow Perch ND ●

 ● Nature Design

■Length／188mm（7-2/5"in）　■Weight／75g（2-3/4oz）　■Type／Slow Rise Floatation（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯4　■Range／0.2～0.6m（0～2ft）

ni  fi  a ast o i s o  
sonanc  non att ing fi t s

at   o   hin 

ives o  a natural profile, 
provides better hook movement, 
increases hook ratios,
increasing planning and enhance 
the uni ue sway and slalom action.

ing  ing ing

rovides dual oints, sturdy body alignment, 
tighter oint tolerance and better durability.

ng  a ast

Allows the lure to be twitched and 
avoid losing balance a common headache 
in glide baits being retrieved uickly .

iagona  a ing

Eliminates internal crush ones weak areas 
susceptible to damage via compression .

The rometheus ro ect began in 0 . amed lure designer, Mr. Adachi,
desired a uni ue platform which could accompany his design e pertise 
and intricate understanding of lure actions, fusing them together 
with his advanced high resolution imaging and painting technology.
 
The finished product is awe inspiring and shockingly realistic.
The focus on this lure was to ac uire a true S-curve motion distinctly
di erent from saturated actions being depicted in the industry.
This lure’s vector course of travel  is in uenced by the lure’s uni ue 
profile and fore-region. ts u ion or velocity  is dictated by 
line tension and reel retrieve. t is versatile with the intention 
of o ering the swim motion through a variety of retrieves.
 
Most slalom or a ectionately called glide baits provide a relatively 
shallow sway and yaw’ motion. They show less ability to glide far 
beyond the centerline of travel. n fact, many take on the 
resemblance of “tacking” or a uid “walk the dog” routine.
Adachi’s Onimasu e ecutes a wide swing and gait to its course of 
travel. This significant side-to-side “ are” reaching nearly  feet keeps 
the lure in an evasive pattern yet in the strike window longer, 
mimicking what DUO calls “escape behavior”.
The ballast and ride positions of the lure give incredible stability at high speeds, 
remaining in the water and avoiding porpoising.
 
Onimasu is one of many innovations to rise from the rometheus ro ect.
t will bring the discriminating angler closer to the real thing and anticipation will be his only challenge.

Thin, low mass profile is designed to increases hook 
ratios and reduces fish-leveraging against the lure.

Thin rofile
Onimasu comes e uipped with a soft tail made of 
polymer for ultra realism.

ol er Tail

［188F］

■Length／188mm（7-2/5"in）　■Weight／78g（2-3/4oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯4　■Range／0.4～0.8m（1～3ft）

［188S］

Additional weight for 

ioneer of the ro etheus ro ect 
 Ta ing realis  to a ne  le el

Inner Structure
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110 148

Uni-body Cross Brace:
Diagonal Infrastructure provides 
rigid durable body.

Ultra Aerodynamic Shape:
Enhances trajectory and greater 
maneuverability. 

Cavity Bar

Secured by stainless 
steel fasteners the 
Cavity Bar attributes to 
superior integrity and rigidity.

2-Knock 
Sound System

Spherical steel for 
high pitch acoustics.

aintain our long distance relationship ith troph  fish

By integrating ladder rib 
structure along with through 
wire construction, PP110 has 
enough strength to handle 
largest of fish.

Through Wire

The front hook harness utilizes 
a 360-degree rotation swivel, 
which helps reduce negative 
leveraging of fish against the 
hook and body.

360 Hanger

■Length／110mm（4-3/8"in）　■Weight／18g（5/8oz）　
■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　■Hook／♯4X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯3

■Length／148mm（5-7/8"in）　■Weight／40g（1-3/8oz）　
■Type／Floating（Moving Weight）　■Hook／♯1/0X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯4

［110］ ［148］

DUO’s success in the top water category was established via its introduction of the encil 0. ts e ortless ability to “walk the dog” and 
e emplified uality, and durability, gave it a place in the market. ow, DUO nternational introduces two Realis top water lures that together may 
need their own category. The Pencil Popper 148 and its little brother the Pencil Popper 110. These pencil poppers are another advancement in 
lure fishing and are swollen with attributes others have yet to e perience. 
 
You will notice close up their shape, the bends and curves and tapered points all pertain to engineering keys that unlock their aerodynamics and 
hydrodynamics functions which will pleasantly surprise you as many discriminating and professional anglers are discovering already. The 
internal super-structure adjoins over 40 intersecting diagonal beams creating super rigid body core.  
 

o matter what line type or diameter is provided, the aerial track of the  and 0 is consistent, accurate and will out distance standard 
top water configurations. The poppers’ mouth enters the water line at appro imately a -degree angle allowing the lure to displace a significant 
amount of surface-water. The dual-purpose lure not only pops, but it can be walked in less stable surface conditions.  
 
Meet a top water lure with dual-purpose actions. The swim actions are e ortless, the sound resonates well, the profiles are attractive and the 
color patterns are proven. 

e ust made top water fishing better.

Inner Structure

ADA3066 Funky Gill DM GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GEA3035 Passion Chart GHA3138 Midnight Black II

AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo GJN0042 Seguro AJO0091 Ivory Halo ACC3008 Neo Pearl

ACC3151 Dragon Z CCC3176 Morning Dawn CCC3836 Rainbow Trout ND ● CCC3853 Largemouth Bass ND ●

ADA0135 Sardine Noir RB AFA0830 Saddled Bream ND ● AHA0011 Sardine GHA0182 Pink Back II

GHN0134 Clear Sayori GHN0193 Clear Mullet II ACC0170 Pearl Chart II ACC0804 Mullet ND ●

 ● Nature Design
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ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3121 Phoenix GEA3006 Ghost Minnow AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo

DRH3094 Komochi Shad ACC3007 Hazzard Chart ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3083 American Shad

ACC3126 Chartreuse Blues CCC3014 Omnicraw CCC3034 Protochart CCC3064 Gizzard Shad

CCC3069 Red Tiger CCC3114 Pro Blue Ghost II CCC3176 Morning Dawn

To set yourself apart from the herd in the crankbait market, a company has to take 
serious its understanding of hydro-dynamics, materials and components. 
It must also have excellent balanced, castability, defection, 
unique yet proven vibration and low line-tension during retrieves. 
DUO exceeded these challenges and set a bench mark 
in the process with Realis Crank G87, 
a true pinnacle of lure engineering.
 
The G87’s crank development 
was carefully put into 
motion by DUO’s R&D team. 
To make a lure dive deep is not a huge challenge. 
But to make a lure dive and remain balanced, travel through 
the air minimally in uenced by cross winds and stay within strike one 
longer with minimal reeling tension requires precise engineering. 
G87 has walked right through what most have called the 
final barrier in crankbaiting and pioneered a new one.

Most advanced weight transfer system 
creates record setting casting distances

Elevated angle of the lip 
secures quick descend to the 
designated depth

Lower center of gravity for
better tracking performance

Crankbait engineering beyond barriers, 
beyond frontiers, beyond belief

■Length／87mm（3-1/3"in）　■Weight／34.0g（ - o ）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）　■Hook／♯2X   
■Ring／Line Eye♯4・Hook Eye♯4　■Range／4.2～5.2m～（14～16ft～）

■Length／87mm（3-1/3"in）　■Weight／35.5g（ - o ）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）　■Hook／♯2X   
■Ring／Line Eye♯4・Hook Eye♯4　■Range／5.5～6.3m～（19～21ft～）

［15A］

［20A］

20ft

23ft

13ft

16.5ft
15A: RANGE 14~16ft~ (4.2~5.2m~)

20A: RANGE 19~21ft~ (5.5~6.3m~)

Due to its aerodynamic shape, G87 provides accuracy and better response in 
windy conditions meaning dramatically longer ight distances.

▶Precision Trajectory

The special lip formation allows G87 to descend at an 
aggressive angle increasing the distance and 
duration in which G87 remains in targeted area.

▶Steep Pitch Angle

ot only it e ects tra ectory and diving e ciency, it also reduces water resistance 
and line tension, which causes less fatigue.

▶Superior Drag CoefficientG87’s weight is located 
outside of the body cavity, 
where it’s held by a magnet 
made of Neodymium.

Advanced 
Weight System

PFC incorporates a torsion 
bar and ow duct to reduce 
weight, increase stability, 
and balance the lure's travel.

Perforated Flight 
Channel Inner Structure

G87 15A/20A Standard 6m Diving Crankbait
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ADA3033 Prism Clown ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3081 Prism Shad GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GEA3122 Sexy Pink II

DRA3010 Natural Ayu DRA4036 Rainbow Trout DRH3094 Komochi Shad ASA3082 Green Oikawa ASA3146 Gold Perch

DSH0115 Fish Jr. DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3083 American Shad CCC3108 Ghost Pearl

CCC3112 Purple Rein CCC3143 Blue Hitch CCC3157 Skeletonic CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3160 J-Secret IV

CCC3162 Chartreuse Shad CCC3172 Threadfin Shad CCC3176 Morning Dawn CCC3190 Ghost M Shad

ADA3058 Prism Gill GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GEA3122 Sexy Pink II GEA3137 Twilight DRA4036 Rainbow Trout 

DRH3094 Komochi Shad ASA3146 Gold Perch DSH0115 Fish Jr. DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi GSN3085 Hypnotic

ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3083 American Shad CCC3108 Ghost Pearl CCC3127 Grass Minnow CCC3143 Blue Hitch

CCC3157 Skeletonic CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3160 J-Secret IV CCC3162 Chartreuse Shad CCC3170 Blueback Herring

CCC3172 Threadfin Shad CCC3176 Morning Dawn CCC3182  GF Oikawa CCC3190 Ghost M Shad

Photo Credit | Josiah NessPhoto Credit | Josiah Ness

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3178 Bluegill Noir ADA4013 Wakasagi GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GJN0042 Seguro

DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DSH0052 Gold Shad DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi DSI3089 Dead Wakasagi GSO3191 Emperor

ACC3015 Artic Gill ACC3083 American Shad CCC3055 Chart Gill CCC3108 Ghost Pearl CCC3127 Grass Minnow

CCC3170 Blueback Herring CCC3182 GF Oikawa CCC3190 Ghost M Shad

■Length／80mm（3-1/8"in）　■Weight／9.5g（3/8oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯8X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯2　■Range／2.0～3.5m～（7～12ft～）

■Length／90mm（3-1/2"in）　■Weight／15g（1/2oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯6X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯2　■Range／2.5～5.0m～（8～17ft～）

■Length／80mm（3-1/8"in）　■Weight／10.5g（3/8oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯8X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯2　■Range／3.0～5.5m～（10～18ft～）

The vehicle for the world’s fastest 
gro ing finesse techni ue 

The “Spybaiting” technique is considered an 
ultra-finesse hard bait techni ue re uiring light line, 

long casts and in-line retrieves. 
Manipulation of the technique requires 

concentration and steady slow retrieves.
 But the results are mind altering. 

t is a finesse techni ue that catches big fish 
as well as numbers. It has recently hit the global shores 
and has been proven e ective on a wide range of fish, 

both freshwater and saltwater.

The lure designed for this 
technique is the Realis Spinbait. 

DUO invites you to become familiar with the 
deadly finesse presentation known as “Spybaiting”, 

the technique of silent capture.

www.spybaiting.com 

Discover more at
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 ● Nature Design

CCC3116 Green Smelt CCC3164 A-Mart Shimmer CCC3179 Purple Mist 

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3077 All Bait ADA3081 Prism Shad ADA3093 Prism Smelt

ADA3121 Phoenix GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GHA3138 Midnight Black II AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo

AJO0091 Ivory Halo DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi ACC3008 Neo Pearl

ACC3059 Mat Tiger CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3172 Threadfin Shad CCC3176 Morning Dawn

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3081 Prism Shad ADA3121 Phoenix ADA4013 Wakasagi

GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GHA3145 Dark Phoenix AJA3062 Tequila Halo AJO0091 Ivory Halo

DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DRA4036 Rainbow Trout DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi GSN3085 Hypnotic

ACC3008 Neo Pearl CCC3119 Phantom Shad CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3162 Chartreuse Shad

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3081 Prism Shad ADA4013 Wakasagi GEA3006 Ghost Minnow

GEA3137 Twilight DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi ACC3008 Neo Pearl

ACC3059 Mat Tiger ACC3083 American Shad CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3162 Chartreuse Shad

CCC3170 Blueback Herring CCC3176 Morning Dawn CCC3190 Ghost M Shad CCC3816 Wakasagi ND ●

■Length／100mm（3-7/8"in）　■Weight／14.5g（1/2oz）　■Type／Suspending（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯5　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／0.8～1.5m（2～5ft）

■Length／110mm（4-3/8"in）　■Weight／16.2g（5/8oz）　■Type／Suspending（Moving Weight）
■Hook／♯6X　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／0.8～1.6m（2～6ft）　

■Length／100mm（3-7/8"in）　■Weight／15.6g（1/2oz）　■Type／Suspending（Magnet Assisted Weight）
■Hook／♯4X　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／1.8～3.0m（6～10ft）

How do you know if you have a great jerkbait?  What characteristics stand at the forefront?  
Professional anglers will tell you casting distance, balance, darting and flash are key considerations. 
Realis Jerkbait is a composition of desired traits and much more.

Realis Jerkbait line-up has the best of all worlds - balanced retrieve, specific body 
rotation to give off a pronounced wobble and precise gait during lure’s tack-movement.  
The taller, flatter sides of the lure provide a larger profile, giving an impression a bigger baitfish 
and provide wider band of flashing to improve detection of the lure at a distance. 
The multiple actions and versatility are capable in the series 
due to high-end componentry hidden in its durable frame structure. 
DUO has truly went beyond the angler’s desire when it 
comes to refined jerkbait fishing. 

The new JDM jerkbait/ripbait standard 

Considered by many to be one of the greatest Elite anglers of all time, 
Aaron Martens has dazzled the world with his innate and natural ability to 
catch bass in any condition. It was also the Realis Jerkbait line-up which 
aided him in his wins, and therefore the first set of colors to be unveiled with 
his “signature”. These patterns weren't invented in a day but were painstakingly 
refined over months. It wasn't enough for the colors to attract bass. 
His goal was to make the patterns distinct, intoxicating, and able to draw 
fish from distances.

Aaron Martens Signature Colors
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ADA0088 Prism Ivory ADA0119 Pink Sardine AFA0830 Saddled Bream ND ● AHA0011 Sardine

AHA0087 Mazume Sardine AQA0283 Tiranga OB ASI0106 Gigo DST0804 Mullet ND ●

CCC3836 Rainbow Trout ND ●CCC3815 Brown Trout ND ●CCC3175 Ara Macao CCC3864 Perch ND ●

ASI4044 Full Chart YamameAFA3830 Roach ND ●ADA4054 Black Gold OB ACC3820 Pike ND ●

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3081 Prism Shad ADA3121 Phoenix GEA3006 Ghost Minnow

AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo AJO0091 Ivory Halo DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi

ACC3008 Neo Pearl CCC3172 Threadfin Shad

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3077 All Bait ADA3081 Prism Shad ADA3093 Prism Smelt

ADA3121 Phoenix GEA3006 Ghost Minnow GHA3138 Midnight Black II AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo

AJA3062 Tequila Halo AJO0091 Ivory Halo DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DRH3094 Komochi Shad

DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi DST3070 Dead Ayu ACC3008 Neo Pearl ACC3022 SX Shad

ACC3059 Mat Tiger CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3172 Threadfin Shad CCC3176 Morning Dawn

 ● Nature Design

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／18g（5/8oz）　■Type／Suspending（Moving Weight）  
■Hook／♯5X　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／1.0～1.8m（3～6ft）

Gearing up for Esox sessions

Saltwater version for unlimited salt life

The flagship of Realis jerkbaits

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／18.2g（5/8oz）　■Type／Suspending（Moving Weight）
■Hook／♯5X TIN　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／1.0～1.8m（3～6ft）

■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／17.1g（5/8oz）　■Type／Floating
■Hook／♯5X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／0.8～1.0m（2～3ft）

Being known for its versatility to cover water quickly or to be target 
orientated on the go, has made the Realis Jerkbait 120 
a super tool among big bait users.
The heavy flash emitted from the 120 is significant 
in comparison to other jerkbaits of its size is due 
to extremely tall profile and ability to rotate 
its body 180 degrees.

Large tungsten ballast rides on a 
sophisticated track and carriage system 
noted to seat tungsten bearings firmly, even at extreme angles, 
ensuring the lures dominate action at anglers initial 
imparted action without any danger of 
the bearing breaking loose and killing the action.

The iconic jerkbait has now been adjusted for saltwater sessions with some of the most popular colors from Tide Minnow range and some 
unique patterns added to top it off to further enhance reputation of this cult lure also for shore and off-shore fishing.

The new Pike Limited range is aimed at the iconic toothy predator and comes ready for battle – geared up with two heavy duty hooks and
clothed in some of the most common pike baitfish patterns, it’s ready to cause even more havoc on one of the world’s finest water menace.

■Length／100mm（3-7/8"in）　■Weight／14.5g（1/2oz）　
■Type／Suspending（Fixed Weight）　■Hook／♯4X
■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／0.8～1.5m（2～5ft）

［100SP］ ■Length／120mm（4-3/4"in）　■Weight／17.8g（5/8oz）　
■Type／Suspending（Moving Weight）　■Hook／♯3X　
■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／1.3～1.8m（4～6ft）

［120SP］
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ADA3058 Prism Gill GEA3006 Ghost Minnow AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo GSN3085 Hypnotic

ACC3007 Hazzard Chart ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3083 American Shad ACC3126 Chartreuse Blues

CCC3014 Omnicraw CCC3032 Scarlet CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3176 Morning Dawn

ADA3058 Prism Gill GEA3009 Pro Blue Ghost AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo GSN3085 Hypnotic

CSX3158 Mirror Gill ● ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3083 American Shad ACC3088 Mellow Blaze

ACC3090 M Shad ACC3126 Chartreuse Blues CCC3014 Omnicraw CCC3069 Red Tiger

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3093 Prism Smelt GEA3006 Ghost Minnow AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo

GSN3085 Hypnotic CSX3158 Mirror Gill ● ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3083 American Shad

ACC3090 M Shad ACC3126 Chartreuse Blues CCC3014 Omnicraw CCC3069 Red Tiger

■Length／62mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／14.3g（1/2oz）　■Type／Floating（Magnet Assisted Weight）
■Hook／♯5X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／1.2～1.8m（4～6ft）

■Length／65mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／16g（5/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯4X　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／2.5～3.5m（10～12ft）

■Length／65mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／14g（1/2oz）　■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯4X　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／2.0～2.5m（7～9ft）

The M-Line Series is the 

epitome of all terrain mobility, 

balance and recovery.

Quality and durability are the basic DUO standards. 
Impeccable design characteristic are not just there for looks. 

Multiple internal beams and chambers provide 
structural integrity beyond standard cranks. 

The M-Line’s action is unprecedented. 
It possesses excellent tight vibration and water 

displacement is significant. 
The low co-efficiency allows for the lure to move 

through the water and air balanced and without heavy 
line tension with low keel ballast provide 

high obstacle avoidance.
 

All three crankbaits in M-Lines were loaded with 
performance but it is the complete package assets 

offered in this series that is going to give the angler an advantage. 
You may be able to ascertain why the M-Line was a five year project. 

There is no crankbait line like it. 

● Plate-equipped model
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ADA3058 
Prism Gill 

ADA3066 
Funky Gill DM

ADA3077 
All Bait

ADA3081 
Prism Shad

GEA3006 
Ghost Minnow

GEA3035 
Passion Chart

GHA3138 
Midnight Black II

AJO0091 
Ivory Halo

DSH3061 
Komochi Wakasagi

CSX3158 
Mirror Gill ●

ACC3008 
Neo Pearl

ACC3022 
SX Shad

ACC3059 
Mat Tiger

CCC3193 
Threadfin Shad II

CCC3836 
Rainbow Trout ND ●

■Length／110mm（4-3/8"in）　■Weight／20.5g（3/4oz）　■Type／Floating（Moving Weight）　
■Hook／♯2X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯3

■Length／85mm（3-1/3"in）　■Weight／9.7g（3/8oz）　■Type／Floating（Moving Weight）　
■Hook／♯6X　■Ring／Hook Eye♯2

One of the most applauded lures in DUO’s wide range, 
Realis Pencil sets a standard for all walking baits.  
The intelligently designed body houses a sphere on the chin 
of the lure, which makes walk the dog action effortless 
and also forces the lure to roll, flashing its gill plate. 
The innovative Pencil provides an angler with the ability 
to reach his target in a single cast, instantly start the movement 
and call the fish from greater distances.
 

Form, function and quality 

unified in the surface fleet

AFA0830 
Saddled Bream ND ●

AHA0011 
Sardine

AHA0088 
Prism Ivory

AHA0168 
Clear Pink Sardine

GHN0157 
Waka Mullet ●

CHO0090 
Mojito 

ACC0170 
Pearl Chart II

ACC0804 
Mullet ND ●

ADA3058 
Prism Gill

ADA3081 
Prism Shad

ADA3093 
Prism Smelt

DDH3066
Funky Gill

GEA3006 
Ghost Minnow

GEA3035 
Passion Chart

GHA3138 
Midnight Black II

AJA3055 
Chart Gill Halo

AJA3168 
Joker

AJO0091 
Ivory Halo

DRA3050
Half Mirror Ayu

DSH3061 
Komochi Wakasagi

ASI3091 
Snakehead

CSX3158 
Mirror Gill ●

ACC3008 
Neo Pearl

ACC3049
Mat Blue Back Chart Tiger

● Plate-equipped model  ● Glow color  ● Nature Design

■Length／110mm（4-3/8"in）　■Weight／22.5g（3/4oz）　■Type／Floating（Moving Weight）
■Hook／♯2X　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3

Saltwater tune for even more lethal Pencil 110 sessions

Continuing in the trend of adjusting more to individual markets, we have introduced SW Limited version of Pencil 110, which will not be just a 
new color range, but also a weight tune to better handle the rough waters. The weight has been adjusted by two grams, totaling at 22.5g 
offsetting some of the buoyancy for easier handling in waves and rough waters. The additional weight inclusion even further improved the 
already often praised castability making it that much more of a lethal weapon even in saltwater.
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The Realis Shinmushi has incorporated the actions of a “hard” body and “soft” 
rubber legs, creating a 3 dimensional pulsation that calls fish to surface. This 
cicada imitation will induce bites with its silhouette and pulsation affect and will 
automatically induce bites while moving or just resting on the water.

■Length／40mm（1-5/8"in）　■Weight／5.7g（1/5oz）
■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　■Hook／#10　■Ring／＃1.5

The ultimate cicada lure packing the 

highest level of customization

CCC3201 Tsukutsukuhoushi ACC3204 AburazemiCCC3203 SemigaraCCC3202 Haruzemi

ACC3213 Suzumebachi

CCC3207 Hinohara

ACC3215 Zebrug ACC3216 Joro Spider CCC3218 Kinkame CCC3219 Beetle

■Length／64mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／9g（3/8oz）
■Type／Floating（Fixed Weight）　■Hook／♯6X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2

GSN3085 Hypnotic ● ACC3008 Neo Pearl ●

ACC3059 Mat Tiger ● ACC3088 Mellow Blaze ●

CCC3042 Yellow Bone ● CCC3158 Ghost Gill ●

AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo ● DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu ● DSH3125 Ice Gill ●

ADA3058 Prism Gill ● ADA3093 Prism Smelt ● DDH3066 Funky Gill ● GEA3006 Ghost Minnow ● GHA3138 Midnight Black II  ●

A feather is tied to 
the rear hook in 
three variations 
depending on the 
body color.

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3062 Prism Tequila ADA3077 All Bait GEA3006 Ghost Minnow

AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo DRH3060 HR Ayu GSB3110 GA Gill DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi

GSO3191 Emperor ACC3008 Neo Pearl CCC3176 Morning Dawn CCC3181 Gold Gill

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3062 Prism Tequila ADA4013 Wakasagi AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo

DRH3060 HR Ayu GSB3110 GA Gill DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi CCC3176 Morning Dawn

■Length／59mm（2-3/8"in）　■Weight／4.7g（1/6oz）　■Type／Suspending（Magnet Assisted Weight）
■Hook／♯10　■Ring／Line Eye♯1・Hook Eye♯1.5　■Range／1.0～2.0m（3～7ft）

■Length／62mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／6.0g（1/4oz）　■Type／Suspending（Magnet Assisted Weight）
■Hook／♯8　■Ring／Line Eye♯1.5・Hook Eye♯1.5　■Range／1.5～2.5m（5～8ft）

By removing the belly hook eye, anglers will 
be able to separate the body to customize 
the lure depending on the given situation.

Detachable Body

The wings were designed as a fixed feature 
instead of a free moving wing, for its function as 
a stopper. It also enables to the lure stage a 
”freestyle” action while retrieving.

Wings
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The bulky body of Rozante has been fitted with 
a magnet-assisted moving weight system for 
superb castability even on light gear. 
The vibration is caused when a tighter 
darting action is imparted. 
The result is a mimic action similar to a fleeing bait fish.
Furthermore, the lure can be worked as a shad type lure with 
a panicking dart like action through twitching of the rod.

A finesse jerkbait with superior 
targeting and fluid darting

■Length／80mm（3-1/8"in）　■Weight／4.7g（1/6oz）　■Type／Suspending（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯10　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／0.4～0.8m（1～3ft）

■Length／63mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／5g（1/6oz）　■Type／Suspending（Magnet Assisted Weight）
■Hook／♯10　■Ring／Line Eye♯1.5・Hook Eye♯2　■Range／0.6～0.8m（2～3ft）

■Body Weight／1-1/5oz（35g）　■Total Weight／1-1/2oz（43g）

■Length／77mm（3-1/8"in）　■Weight／8.4g（3/8oz）　■Type／Suspending（Magnet Assisted Weight）
■Hook／♯8　■Ring／Line Eye♯3・Hook Eye♯3　■Range／0.7～0.9m（2～3ft）

［63SP］

［77SP］

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3077 All Bait ADA4013 Wakasagi GEA3006 Ghost Minnow

DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DRA4036 Rainbow Trout ASA3146 Gold Perch DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi

ACC3008 Neo Pearl ACC3016 Blue Back Chart CCC3158 Ghost Gill CCC3160 J-Secret IV

ADA4013 Wakasagi GEA3006 Ghost Minnow AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo DRH3060 HR Ayu

ASA3146 Gold Perch DSH3061 Komochi Wakasagi ASI4044 Full Chart Yamame ACC3008 Neo Pearl

ADA3058 Prism Gill ADA3077 All Bait

J004 Shore Gill ● J005 Mat Tiger ●J002 M Shad ● J003 Pro Blue Gill ●

J006 Red Tiger ● J007 Pink Tiger ● J008 Pearl Chart ● J009 Pearl White ●

BLADE 
ACTUAL SIZE

BLADE COLORS

Silver ●Gold ●

Front Blade Rear Blade

This unconventionally sized spinnerbait has got "XXL" written all over it. 
Blade size, wire diameter, head weight, hook size; everything about the new Realis Spinnerbait G1 was custom 
built to tackle even the largest of the fish. It’s the total package to target the big fish abyss.

Going magnum for the monsters of the lakes

The wire used on G1 has a diameter of 1.8mm. 
For comparison, standard spinnerbait’s wire is 
0.8mm. This heavy duty setting does not help 
only with the integrity of G1, but also allows to 
hold 2 outsized blades.

Heavy Duty Wire
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ADA3058 Prism Gill DDH3066 Funky Gill GEA3006 Ghost Minnow AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo

ACC3083 American Shad ACC3095 TNS Chart CCC3069 Red Tiger CCC3158 Ghost Gill

AJO0091 Ivory Halo GSB3043 GF Blue Back ACC3018 Smokey Bone ACC3049 Mat Blue Back Chart Tiger

ADA3058 Prism Gill AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo DRA3050 Half Mirror Ayu DSH3125 Ice Gill

DSH3149 Burning Gold GTA3174 Biwako Tanago ACC3049 Mat Blue Back Chart Tiger CCC3069 Red Tiger

ADA3058 Prism Gill DDH3066 Funky Gill GEA3006 Ghost Minnow AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo AJA3087 Shadow Halo

ACC3083 American Shad ACC3095 TNS Chart CCC3014 Omnicraw CCC3069 Red Tiger CCC3158 Ghost Gill

AJO0091 Ivory Halo ASA3825 Tule Perch ND ● GSN3085 Hypnotic ACC3018 Smokey Bone

ADA3033 Prism Clown ADA3058 Prism Gill AJA3055 Chart Gill Halo DSH3125 Ice Gill

GSN3085 Hypnotic ACC3008 Neo Pearl ACC3049 Mat Blue Back Chart Tiger CCC3069 Red Tiger

■Length／68mm（2-5/8"in）　■Weight／16g（5/8oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯6X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2

■Length／62mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／14.5g（1/2oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯8X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2

■Length／68mm（2-5/8"in）　■Weight／21g（3/4oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯6X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2

■Length／62mm（2-1/2"in）　■Weight／11g（3/8oz）　■Type／Sinking（Fixed Weight）
■Hook／♯8X　■Ring／Line Eye♯2・Hook Eye♯2

 ● Nature Design

It’s no mistake. 
This is one of the thinnest lipless crankbaits ever constructed. 

Its precision aerodynamics delivers unimaginable shedding 
of lure drag, allowing the lure to cut through water in 

unprecedented speed and balance. 
The tight profile is met with tight vibration 

emitted in Realis Vibration.  

Realis Vibration was designed specifically to improve 
trajectory, increase accuracy, trace deeper and 

provide better control. The advanced design coupled 
with performance tuning provides the lure a fluid 

resistance allowing the angler a repertoire of retrieves. 

The unique actions allows for the lure to be engaged effortlessly. 
Drop your rod tip and this lure darts to the lake bottom, but lift it and it quickly regains balance and 

begins its tracing. Its tight but natural vibration is different from traditional lures,
a refreshing display of innovation.

 

Explosive performance packed

in the thinnest profile
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RANGE 0.8～1.5m
（2～5ft）

RANGE 2.0m（6.5ft～）

RANGE 2.5m～（8ft～）
RANGE 2.5m（8ft～）

RANGE 3.0m～（10ft～）

RANGE 2.0～2.5m（7～9ft）

RANGE 2.5～3.5m（10～12ft）

RANGE 0.4～0.8m（1～3ft）

RANGE 2.0～3.5m～（7～12ft～）

RANGE 3.0～5.5m～（10～18ft～）

RANGE 2.5～5.0m～（8～17ft～）

RANGE 0.7～0.9m（2～3ft）

RANGE 0.8～1.5m
（2～5ft）

RANGE 1.0～1.8m
（3～6ft）

RANGE 1.0～1.8m
（3～6ft）

RANGE 1.0～2.0m（3～7ft）

RANGE 0.6～0.8m（2～3ft）

RANGE 1.8～3.0m（6～10ft）

RANGE 0.8～1.6m
（2～6ft）

RANGE 1.5～2.5m
（5～8ft）

RANGE 5.5～6.3m～（12～21ft～）

RANGE 1.2～1.8m（4～6ft）

REALIS DEPTH CHART
The depth of the lures might vary depending on conditions. Please use the depth chart as a general guide.

RANGE 1.3～1.8m
（4～6ft）

RANGE 0.8～1.6m
（2～6ft）

RANGE 2.0～2.8m（6～9ft）

RANGE 2.7～3.4m（9～12ft）

RANGE 0.8～1.0m（2～3ft）RANGE 0.8～1.0m（2～3ft）

RANGE 4.2～5.2m～(14～17ft～)

RANGE 0.2～0.6m（0～2ft）

RANGE 0.4～0.8m（1～3ft）
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68mm

100mm

62mm

87mm

62mm

100mm

110mm

ACTUAL SIZE
REALIS 148mm

110mm

87mm

140mm

77mm

140mm

130mm

120mm

105mm
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Alex Rios

David Williams / BASS Elite Series 
Angler

Raul Marti Pereira

“Ironman” Ng Yam Pin

Chris Jackson / Professional Guide

Julien Miot

DUO Turkey Pro Staff Team

Mick Hasset

Greg Gutierrez / FLW Champion

Pep Franco Seguranyes

Teddy Nugroho Pamungkas

Mike Stiles / Trophy Hunter

Rob Staigis

Andrius Taujanskas

Gong Lei

Roy Hawk / US Open Champion

Giuseppe Fantini

Takahiro Sugata

Christian Biereth

Zdravko Savor

Kazuhiro Uyama

Aaron Martens / 3 x BASS Angler 
of the Year

Markos Vidalis

Takeshi Enokura

Jason Kincannon / FLW Series Pro Dave Reault / TBF President / 
Jerkbait Legend

Carlos Zamorano

Darko Pesic

Felipe Yueng GarciaEzequiel RomandettoRolando Cordoba

Andy BeeScott WhitfieldDarren Chong

USA

FANG OPS

EUROPE

ASIA & OCEANIA

LATIN AMERICA

DUO Reversible Lure Case
■Size : 86・100・165

DUO Lure Case
■Size : 205╳145╳40mm
■Color : White・Black

DUO Logo Beanie
■Size：Free
■Color：Grey・Black

T-Shirts’ BacksideDUO Logo T-Shirt
■Size：S・M・L・XL・XXL
■Color：Black Realis Logo T-Shirt

■Size：S・M・L・XL・XXL
■Color：Black

DUO Logo Hoodie
■Size：S・M・L・XL
■Color：Black

■Size：148╳112mm
■Color：Black・White

“There is Only One” Sticker

Split Ring
■Size／Quantity：#1／38pcs・1.5／20pcs・#2／34pcs・#3／24pcs・#4／18pcs・#5／12pcs

Cross-Lock Snap
■Size：#1・#2・#3
■Quantity：10pcs

Cover Ring
Rod Belt
■Size：M・L

Smart Rod Carrier
■Should Strap Length：
  750～1300mm

Rod Belt
■Size：40╳390mm
           and 50╳450mm

Spool Band
■Size：S・M

DUO Flexfit Cap
■Size：Free
■Color：White／Navy・White／Black・Black

REALIS Logo Cut-Out Sticker
■Logo Size : 42╳140mm
■Color : White・Red

DUO Logo Cut-Out Sticker
■Logo Size：165╳182mm
■Color：White

DUO Logo Sticker
■Size：84╳84mm
■Color：White

NEW

NEW

NEW

#3 #4 #5#1

#1 #2 #3

#1.5 #2

ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES

Realis Flexfit Cap
■Size：Free
■Color：Black

NEW

■ Please do not use for purposes other than fishing.　■ Please keep out of the reach of children　■ The hooks are very dangerous. Please use caution.
■ When casting a lure, please be sure to check the safety of the surroundings.　■ When the lure and the package are no longer needed, please dispose responsibly.

WARNING

Cover Photo Credit | Nicola Zingarelli
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